Subject Matter Jurisdiction

Spencer Weber Waller

A Test of Basic Knowledge of Subject Matter Jurisdiction in Civil Procedure

Across
1. What Erie says a fed court must apply in diversity cases
5. This case was overruled by Erie
8. what state courts have
11. A suit between citizens of two states
13. when smj is waived by a party
14. the respondent in the key modern case on forum non conveniens

Down
2. Must be more than $75,000
3. The case that limited the reach of Erie when a Federal Rule is challenged
4. these foreign citizens are treated like US citizens for diversity
6. when a case is dismissed in favor of litigation elsewhere
7. It won't count toward your grade
9. what is needed to reverse a district court in an FNC case
16. The case that established the well pleaded complaint rule
17. these US citizens are not citizens of any state
20. the only federal court required under the Constitution
21. what federal courts have
22. a localizing principle to limit unfairness to defendants
24. the type of SMJ involving a citizen or subject of another country
25. where venue is proper for an alien
26. The first name in class the last name on the cover

10. abbreviation for the rules we are studying this semester
12. Kristine
15. Professor who keeps running over Waller in many civ pro hypos
18. the other kind of smj besides diversity
19. the type of SMJ where a federal court can hear a state court claim
23. how a state case gets to federal court